
PILLOW PROJECT CONSTRUCTION DIRECTIONS 
 

 

PILLOW INSERT 

1. Cut 2 squares of muslin 13 ¼” x 13 ¼”. 

2. Sew together (5/8” seam allowance) leaving 4” wide opening in the center of one side.  

3. Serge 3 sides close to the seam.  

4. Stuff with polyfill though the 4” opening. 

5. Sew opening closed.  

6. Serge 4th side (pushing fill out of the way).  

7. Fluff fill back into place. Set pillow insert aside. 

 

CUTTING 

1. Identify all 4 pattern pieces 

2. Iron pattern pieces as needed. 

3. Wash and iron fabric as appropriate. 

4. Cut out all pieces of the pattern from chosen fabrics. *Back pieces’ prints must align. 

5. Transfer all marking and seam lines to wrong sides of fabric pieces. 

6. Stay-stitch all curved edges. (Optional) 

 

PILLOW BACK 

1. Separately serge each center back edge of both back pieces. 

2. Pin back pieces together at center back, matching dots. Right sides facing each other. 

3. Sew from edge to dot on both ends. 

4. Machine-baste between dots on center back seam. 

5. Using an iron, press center back seam open 

6. Remove zipper from package and iron flat. 

7. Place zipper, face down on seam, centered between dots and pin in place. 

8. Hand baste zipper in place and remove pins. 

9. Machine sew zipper in place using the zipper presser foot. 

10. Take out machine basting between dots. Set finished back piece aside. 

 

PILLOW FRONT (BASE) 

1. Pin front top and front bottom pieces together at straight ends, matching edges, right sides facing each other. 

2. Sew from edge to corner on both ends. 

3. Pin curved edges together, matching center of curve markings. 

4. Sew curved edge easing in fullness. 

5. Clip seam allowance close to curved seam and at corners. Press seam open. 

6. Choose button to attach after pillow is assembled. Set finished front base piece and button aside.  

 

PILLOW FLAP 

Option A: Tight     Option B: Loose 

1. Pin flap pieces (fabric & lining together  1.     Pin flap pieces (fabric & lining) together 

along curved edge only.            along straight sides and curved edge. 

2. Sew curved edge.    2.     Sew sides and curved edge. 

3. Clip curve and turn right side out. Press  3.     Clip corners and curve; turn right side out. Press. 

4. Machine baste straight sides & top ¼”.  4.     Machine baste top ¼” from seam line. 

5. make buttonhole to fit button.   5.     Make buttonhole to fit button. 

 

COMPLETING PILLOW FRONT 

 Option A: Tight Flap    Option B: Loose Flap 

1. Pin pillow flap to pillow front base. Align  1.     Pin pillow flap to pillow front base. Align top 

top edge and sides – flap facing right side           edge- flap lining facing right side of front base. 

of front base.      2.     Machine baste flap to base along top edge only. 

2. Machine baste flap to base along unfinished 

straight edges. 

 

ASSEMBLING PILLOW 

1. Option B only: Pin under corners of flap to avoid catching in seam. 

2. Unzip zipper on pillow back. Pin pillow front to back along all four edges of square. 

3. Sew four seams of the pillow. 

4. Serge raw edges close to seams. Clip corners if needed. 

5. Turn pillow right side out through open zipper. Push out corners. Press seams and all of the pillow. 

6. Sew button on. Slit open buttonhole. Button flap to base. 

7. Insert pillow form, adjust to fit, and zip close.  


